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Description

[0001] The invention applies to the sector of devices
for therapeutic and physiotherapy use.
[0002] More in detail, the invention relates to a portable
tool for relaxing and reducing inflammation of the spine
of a user, as disclosed in claim 1.
[0003] This tool can in fact be used in a sporting, phys-
iotherapy and medical field in general to relax the muscle
and nerve fasciae at the sides of the spine and therefore
the spine itself.
[0004] The spine is the structure that supports the head
and the torso and protects the spinal cord, and occupies
a postero-medial position in the human body.
[0005] The spine is formed essentially of vertebrae and
joints, called facet joints, of intervertebral discs, and is in
connection with intrinsic muscles of thespine.
[0006] The peripheral nerves emerge from the spine
as a whole and innervate the viscera, body parts, bones,
dermal tissue layers and muscles of our body.
[0007] The tool according to the invention in particular
acts on the sensitive receptors of the spine.
[0008] States of particular physical fatigue, psycho-
emotional stress, postural stress caused by maintaining
an inappropriate position at length, physical traumas
such as "whiplash", but also degenerative pathologies
such as hernias, etc., are all conditions that can cause
inflammation of the spine and of its muscles.
[0009] These inflammations have numerous symp-
toms: subcontinuous pain, radiation of pain at the base
of the occipital bone or in the interscapular-vertebral or
pelvic area, varying degrees of limited mobility, crackling
sensations and noises, muscle spasms in general, etc...
[0010] To relieve these inflammations, massages and
finger pressure are often required, suitably performed by
physiotherapists or specialists in the field, who apply
pressure to particular eminences of the vertebral bones,
or make the person affected perform movements of ro-
tation or lateroflexion of the painful vertebral segment.
[0011] Alternatively, massage of the fascia of the back
can also be carried out on the person affected using ac-
tive or passive gymnastic machines, such as those used
to practice Pilates, a discipline to train the body, designed
and conceived to develop muscle strength and flexibility,
strengthen abdominal muscles, give full control of the
body, great flexibility, coordination of the spine and limbs.
[0012] Regrettably, massage and finger pressure per-
formed by physiotherapists have relatively high costs,
often require appointments and have long waiting times,
and oblige the sufferer to travel to physiotherapy centres.
[0013] Similarly, the use of specific gymnastic ma-
chines requires a gym membership and again obliges
the sufferer to travel.
[0014] Moreover, gymnastic machines for home use
are also inconvenient: they are bulky, complicated to use
without the support and help of competent technical op-
erators and, naturally, also costly.
[0015] Moreover, these machines do not act simulta-

neously on the spine and on the whole of the portion of
the back, but on a single area at a time.
[0016] A home alternative to the use of these specific
machines is the use of more simple instruments, already
used in the practice of yoga and postural gymnastics,
such as elongated tubular elements, generally made of
rubber, which are positioned at the sides of the spine.
[0017] The sufferer lies on top of these tubular ele-
ments and, associated with conscious breathing, this per-
forms a sort of pressure and massage on the spine and
therefore causes a state of general relaxation of the spine
and of its muscles, with benefit also for the internal organs
connected to each single section of the back.
[0018] In use, to obtain greater benefit, the user re-
quires a support element to place under the curve of the
spine at the level of the cervical vertebrae.
[0019] However, even these simple instruments have
limits and disadvantages.
[0020] The greatest difficulty for the user is that of main-
taining this instrument in the correct position during use:
their tubular shape tends to cause them to slip and move
away from each other, distancing them from the spine
even in a disarranged manner, and therefore eliminating
the benefit of the massage technique and relaxation.
[0021] Even more disadvantageously, to increase
comfort during use of the tools, the user is obliged to find
an effective, comfortable and suitably shaped support to
adapt to the curve of the spine, which however is not
always available.
[0022] Moreover, these tubular elements are not al-
ways practical to carry, and therefore the user is obliged
to carry out the massage only at home.
[0023] Document WO 2007/059358 A1 discloses a
portable tool for relaxing and reducing inflammation of
the spine comprising two rods steadily associated with
one another, arranged for being placed at the sides of
the spine of the user, in a reciprocal defined position,
which can not be modified by the user in order to adapt
the tool to the shape of the spine thereof and to allow a
more comfortable treatment position.
[0024] The invention intends to overcome these limits
by providing a portable tool for relaxing and reducing in-
flammation of the muscle and nerve fasciae of the spine
which is compact, simple to use and effective for self-
medication.
[0025] Yet another object of the invention is to make
said tool portable and consequently also easy to use out-
side the home,
[0026] These aims are achieved with a portable tool
for relaxing and reducing inflammation of the spine of a
user comprising two rods arranged for being placed at
the sides of the spine, characterized in that it comprises
first flexible connecting means for said two rods, ar-
ranged for limiting the mutual lateral displacement there-
of between two pre-defined positions of minimum and
maximum distance.
[0027] According to a first embodiment of the invention,
said first connecting means are arranged for allowing
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non-parallel positioning of said two rods in a substantially
convergent manner.
[0028] In particular, the cross section of said rods com-
prises at least a flat surface and at least a curved surface.
[0029] Advantageously, said rods are coated with elas-
tically yielding material.
[0030] In a possible embodiment of the invention, said
rods comprise a copper foil arranged underneath said
elastically yielding material, at least in the portion that, in
use, is in contact with the user.
[0031] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion, said tool comprises a cervical support shaped to
adapt to the curve of the spine at the level of the cervical
vertebrae and second flexible connecting means directly
or indirectly arranged between said cervical support and
said rods.
[0032] Advantageously, said cervical support compris-
es at least a body made of elastically yielding material.
[0033] In a possible embodiment, said first connecting
means comprise a trapezoidal shaped bag arranged for
containing said rods, and advantageously said bag com-
prises a longitudinal median seam and a carrying strap.
[0034] Moreover, said second connecting means com-
prise a pocket associated with said bag arranged for con-
taining said cervical support.
[0035] The invention presents numerous advantages.
[0036] The first flexible connecting means between
said two rods solve the problem for the user of having to
personally check that they remain in position at the sides
of the spine during use of the tool.
[0037] Carrying out of said first connecting means by
means of a bag makes the tool practical and compact,
easy to transport, also thanks to the shoulder strap. Be-
sides the longitudinal seam maintains the rods in the cor-
rect position of use, preventing them from rotating or mov-
ing too close to each other.
[0038] The substantially trapezoidal shape of the bag
allows non-parallel positioning of the rods to adapt better
to the anatomy of the body. In particular, said arrange-
ment is comprised between a maximum distance defined
by the width of said bag and a minimum distance limited
by the seam and by the dimension of the spine.
[0039] The flexibility of the connecting means allows
the user to adjust the tool to treat the fascia of the back
that is most affected: in fact, the rods can be moved to-
ward or away from each other at will at the sides of the
spine.
[0040] The second flexible connecting means always
provide the user with a cervical support appropriately
shaped and maintained in the most correct manner,
which can be positioned according to need for complete
and effective treatment.
[0041] The cervical support comprises at least a body
in elastically yielding material, shaped to adapt to the
curve of the spine at the level of the cervical vertebrae,
having a releasing function, if positioned in the physio-
logical cervical lordosis, or a function of slight traction
and passive elongation of the cervical spine, if positioned

under the occipital bone.
[0042] The flat surface of the rods ensures that the tool
rests stably on the horizontal surface on which the user
is lying, while the curved surface acts on the muscles at
the sides of the spine to exert the actual pressures.
[0043] The longitudinal seam of the bag limits rotation
of the rods and contributes to maintain the rods in posi-
tion.
[0044] The elastically yielding material that covers the
rods provides greater comfort for the user, while the cop-
per foil facing the portion of the rod in contact with the
body is adapted to absorb its magnetic fields, advanta-
geously releasing tension.
[0045] Even more advantageously, the bag shape of
the first flexible connecting means and the presence of
the carrying strap make the tool portable.
[0046] The second flexible connection means allow
adjustment and modification of the cervical support of
the tool and use of the same tool by persons of different
height.
[0047] The openable pocket produced in the bag also
allows removal of the cervical support and changing of
the element or elements of which it is composed with
others of different shape and consistency, as well as their
use for specific local treatments of the back muscles.
[0048] The shape of the tool, and in particular of the
elements of which it is composed, therefore ensures, with
a few simple movements, a high pressure massage,
which is carried out along the whole fascia of the back.
[0049] The advantages of the invention will be made
clearer below with the description of a preferred embod-
iment, provided by way of non-limiting example, and with
the aid of the drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 represents, in a partly sectional top front view,
the portable tool for relaxing and reducing inflamma-
tion of the spine according to the invention;
Fig. 2 represents, in an axonometric view, an ele-
ment of the tool of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 represents, in an axonometric view, the tool
of Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 represents, in a top view, the tool of Fig. 1
during use.

[0050] With reference to Fig. 1, this shows a portable
tool 1 for self-decongesting and reducing inflammation
of the spine.
[0051] Said tool 1 comprises two rods 2 and 3, ar-
ranged for being placed at the sides of the spine of a
user, and a cervical support 4.
[0052] Said tool 1 also comprises first flexible connect-
ing means for said two rods 2 and 3.
[0053] Said connecting means are arranged for limit-
ing, in use, the mutual lateral displacement of the two
rods 2 and 3 between two positions D1 and D2 of mini-
mum and maximum distance.
[0054] The position of minimum distance D1 between
the rods 2 and 3 is reached when these are arranged
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adjacent to the spine.
[0055] In said position of maximum distance D2 be-
tween the rods 2 and 3, said rods are non-parallel with
each other, convergent in proximity of the cervix and di-
vergent at the height of the pelvis.
[0056] Said connecting means are produced by means
of a bag 5 made of washable fabric with a substantially
trapezoidal shape.
[0057] The bag comprises a longitudinal median seam
11 that divides it into two compartments, each arranged
for containing and maintaining in position the rods 2 and
3.
[0058] A carrying strap 12 is also associated with said
bag.
[0059] Said tool 1 comprises second flexible connect-
ing means arranged for connecting said cervical support
directly or indirectly to said rods 2 and 3.
[0060] Said second connecting means comprise a
pocket 10, again made of fabric, associated with said bag
and arranged for containing said cervical support 4.
[0061] The pocket comprises a Velcro®-type fastener
13, which allows removal and, if necessary, replacement
of the cervical support element 4.
[0062] Said cervical support 4 comprises a body made
of elastically yielding material having a substantially
spheroidal shape, for example made of expanded plastic
material. Alternatively, it could comprise two spheroidal
bodies of smaller diameter. In this latter case, the two
spheroidal bodies could in turn be contained in a bag
made of fabric or mesh to be maintained together also
after being removed from the pocket 10 and thus usable
to exert pressure on specific points of the user’s body.
[0063] With particular reference to Fig. 2, said rods 2
and 3, made of wood, have a substantially semi-circular
shape and therefore have a flat surface 6 and at least a
curved surface 7.
[0064] Said rods 2 and 3 are coated with elastically
yielding material 8, for example expanded polyurethane.
[0065] Said rods 2 and 3 can also comprise a copper
foil 9 arranged underneath said elastically yielding ma-
terial 8 near the curved surface 7, or at least in the part
that, in use, is in contact with the spine.
[0066] Use of the portable tool 1 according to the in-
vention is simple and is described below.
[0067] The user positions the tool 1 on a horizontal
surface, for example the floor, taking care that the flat
surface 6 of the rods 2 and 3 is facing the floor.
[0068] Subsequently, the user lies in a supine position
on top of the tool 1, so that the rods 2 and 3 are positioned
at the sides of the spine and the cervical support 4 fills
the curve at the base of the neck or is positioned under
the occipital bone.
[0069] Once in position, the user moves the rods 2 and
3 toward or away from each other, to find the most ben-
eficial position.
[0070] By controlling breathing, relaxing the body, the
weight of the user’s body cooperates with the rods to
exert pressures and consequently carry out a beneficial

massage.
[0071] The invention, as described and illustrated, al-
lows the preset aims and objects to be achieved.
[0072] In practice, it is clear that all details of geometry,
shape and dimension can be substituted with other func-
tionally equivalent details, just as the materials can vary
according to requirements and to the scope of applica-
tion, without however departing from the scope of pro-
tection of the claims.

Claims

1. Portable tool (1) arranged for relaxing and reducing
Inflammation of the spine of the user comprising two
rods (2, 3) arranged for being placed at the sides of
the spine, characterized in that it comprises first
flexible connecting means (5) for said two rods (2,
3), arranged for limiting the mutual lateral displace-
ment thereof between two pre-defined positions (D1,
D2) of minimum and maximum distance.

2. Tool (1) according to claim 1, characterized in that
said first connecting means (5) are arranged for al-
lowing non-parallel positioning of said two rods (2,
3) in a substantially convergent manner.

3. Tool (1) according to claim 1, characterized in that
the cross section of said rods (2, 3) comprises at
least a flat surface (6) and at least a curved surface
(7).

4. Tool (1) according to claim 1, characterized in that
said rods (2, 3) are coated with elastically yielding
material (8).

5. Tool (1) according to claim 4, characterized in that
said rods (2, 3) comprise a copper foil (9) arranged
underneath said elastically yielding material (8), at
least in the portion that, in use, is in contact with the
user.

6. Tool (1) according to claim 1, characterized in that
it comprises a cervical support (4) shaped to adapt
to the curve of the spine at the level of the cervical
vertebrae and second flexible connecting means
(10) directly or indirectly arranged between said cer-
vical support (4) and said rods (2, 3).

7. Tool (1) according to claim 6, characterized in that
said cervical support (4) comprises at least a body
made of elastically yielding material.

8. Tool (1) according to claim 1, characterized in that
said first connecting means (5) comprise a trapezoi-
dal shaped bag arranged for containing said rods (2,
3).
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9. Tool (1) according to claim 1, characterized in that
said bag comprises a longitudinal median seam (11)
arranged for dividing it into two compartments.

10. Tool (1) according to claim 6, characterized in that
said second connecting means (10) comprise a
pocket associated with said bag arranged for con-
taining said cervical support (4), wherein said pocket
comprises a Velcro®-type fastener (13).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein tragbares Hilfsmittel (1), gestaltet zum Relaxen
und zum Reduzieren von Entzündungen der Wirbel-
säule des Benutzers, umfassend zwei Stäbe (2, 3),
angeordnet, um seitlich der Wirbelsäule platziert zu
werden, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass es erste
flexible Verbindungsmittel (5) für die besagten zwei
Stäbe (2, 3) umfasst, angeordnet um die beidersei-
tige seitliche Verlagerung von ihnen zwischen zwei
vorher definierten Positionen (D1, D2), einem mini-
malen und maximalen Abstand, zu begrenzen.

2. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass die besagten ersten Verbin-
dungsmittel (5) so angeordnet sind, dass sie eine
nichtparallele Positionierung der besagten Stäbe (2,
3) auf eine im Wesentlichen konvergenten Weise
ermöglichen.

3. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass der Querschnitt der besagten
Stäbe (2, 3) mindestens eine flache Fläche (6) und
mindestens eine gekrümmte Fläche (7) umfasst.

4. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass die besagten Stäbe (2, 3) mit
elastisch nachgiebigem Material (8) beschichtet
sind.

5. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 4, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass die besagten Stäbe (2, 3) eine
Kupferfolie (9) umfassen, die unterhalb des besag-
ten elastisch nachgiebigen Materials (8) angeordnet
ist, wenigstens im Bereich, der bei Gebrauch in Kon-
takt mit dem Benutzer kommt.

6. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass es eine Halswirbelstütze (4), die
so geformt ist, dass sie sich der Kurve der Wirbel-
säule auf der Höhe des Halswirbels anpasst, und
zweite flexible Verbindungsmittel (10) umfasst, die
direkt oder indirekt zwischen der besagten Halswir-
belstütze (4) und den besagten Stäben (2, 3). ange-
ordnet sind.

7. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 6, gekennzeich-

net dadurch, dass die besagte Halswirbelstütze (4)
mindestens einen Körper umfasst, der aus elastisch
nachgiebigem Material besteht.

8. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass die besagten ersten Verbin-
dungsmittel (5) einen trapezförmigen Beutel umfas-
sen, gestaltet um die besagten Stäbe (2, 3) aufzu-
nehmen.

9. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass der besagte Beutel eine Längs-
naht (11) in der Mitte umfasst, gestaltet, um ihn in
zwei Bereiche zu unterteilen.

10. Ein Hilfsmittel (1) gemäß Anspruch 6, gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass die besagten zweiten Verbin-
dungsmittel (10) eine zu dem besagten Beutel ge-
hörige Tasche umfassen, die so gestaltet ist, dass
sie die besagte Halswirbelstütze (4) aufnehmen, wo-
bei die besagte Tasche einen Klettverschluss Typ
Velcro® (13) umfasst.

Revendications

1. Outil portable (1) pour la relaxation et la réduction
de l’inflammation de la colonne vertébrale de l’utili-
sateur comprenant deux tiges (2, 3) prévues pour
être placées sur les côtés de la colonne vertébrale,
caractérisé par le fait qu’il comprend des premiers
moyens de liaison souples (5) pour lesdites deux
tiges (2, 3), conçus pour limiter le déplacement laté-
ral mutuel de celles-ci entre deux positions prédéfi-
nies (D1, D2) d’une distance minimale et maximale.

2. Outil (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par
le fait que lesdits premiers moyens de liaison (5)
sont conçus pour permettre le positionnement non
parallèle desdites deux tiges (2, 3) de manière subs-
tantiellement convergente.

3. Outil (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par
le fait que la section transversale desdites tiges (2,
3) comprend au moins une surface plane (6) et au
moins une surface courbe (7).

4. Outil (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par
le fait que lesdites tiges (2, 3) sont revêtues d’un
matériau à déformation élastique (8).

5. Outil (1) selon la revendication 4, caractérisé par
le fait que lesdites tiges (2, 3) comprennent une
feuille de cuivre (9) disposée au-dessous dudit ma-
tériau à déformation élastique (8), au moins dans la
portion qui, durant l’utilisation, est en contact avec
l’utilisateur.
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6. Outil (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par
le fait qu’il comprend un support cervical (4) formé
pour s’adapter à la courbe de la colonne vertébrale
au niveau des vertèbres cervicales, et des deuxiè-
mes moyens de liaison souples (10) directement ou
indirectement disposés entre ledit support cervical
(4) et lesdites tiges (2, 3).

7. Outil (1) selon la revendication 6, caractérisé par
le fait que ledit support cervical (4) comprend au
moins un corps réalisé en matériau à déformation
élastique.

8. Outil (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par
le fait que lesdits premiers moyens de liaison (5)
comprennent un sac de forme trapézoïdale conçu
pour contenir lesdites tiges (2, 3).

9. Outil (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par
le fait que ledit sac comprend une couture médiane
longitudinale (11) conçue pour le diviser en deux
compartiments.

10. Outil (1) selon la revendication 6, caractérisé par
le fait que lesdits deuxièmes moyens de liaison (10)
comprennent une poche associée audit sac conçue
pour contenir ledit support cervical (4), où ladite po-
che comprend une attache de type Velcro® (13).
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